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resolving disputes arising from ambiguous contract language because it
is logically impossible for a contracting party, operating in good faith,
both to have a subjective interpretation of ambiguous language different
from that of her counterparty and to know of her counterparty's differing
interpretation.32
[15]
Thus, while the subjective understanding of a contracting party
is not ordinarily a relevant datum in determining the existence and scope
of contractual obligation (such obligations being determined under an
"objective" standard), where ambiguity in contract language is not easily
resolvable by extrinsic evidence, it may be necessary for the court, in
considering alternative reasonable interpretations of contract language, to
resort to evidence of what one side in fact believed the obligation to be,
coupled with evidence showing that the other party knew or should have
known of such belief. This last principle of contract construction might
be called the forthright negotiator principle.
[16-17]
Finally, if extrinsic evidence does not make it clear which
alternative interpretation of ambiguous contract language was intended by
the parties to define their respective rights and duties, and neither party
knew or had reason to know of the reasonable, differing interpretation
held by its counterparty then, inescapably, the parties have failed to
contract on that subject and no contractual rights and duties have been
created. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONTRAcTS 2d § 201(3) & cmt.
d (1981); CORBIN ON CONTRACTS § 538 (1960). What rights and duties
may arise in such a circumstance (especially where there has been some
performance) may present a complex question of the law of tort or of
restitution, but the remedies will not strictly speaking be contractual. The
problem of these rights and remedies happily need not be addressed here
as I conclude that the parties did entered into an enforceable agreement
in amended Section 5.5(b).
A.

Analysis Under the Clear Meaning Rule:

I thus turn first to the language of the amended Partnership
Agreement to determine whether, on its face, the language of Section 5.5

No. 14348, Allen, C. (Nov. 28, 1995), Mem. Op. at 14.
"Note that an alternative way to conceptualize this approach to refining legal rights
from completed contractual negotiations that conclude in ambiguous written undertakings is to
see it as a species of obligation of good faith to a contracting party. It also shows that the legal
categories "contract" and "tort" while largely distinct are not completely so. See also note 23
infra for a further example of such overlap.
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thereof would be violated by TWI's contemplated acquisition of a
controlling interest in TBS.
Admitting US WEST into the TVE Partnership required
extensive restructuring of the partnership? 3 As discussed above, among
these changes was a restatement and amendment to existing Section 5.5.
Subsection (a) of that section sets forth a basic noncompetition obligation,
subject to an elaborate exception that was extensively negotiated both
between the Original Limited Partners and Time Warner in 1991 and
between US WEST and Time Warner in 1993.
The core of amended Section 5.5 is set forth in subsection (a),
which provides a broad restriction against engaging in a "Restricted
Business":34
(a) "Except as otherwise provided ...[every party to
this agreement] ...(a "Restricted Party") shallnot (and
such party shall cause its ControlledAffiliates not to),
except as otherwise describedbelow, engage, directly or
indirectly(whether by operation,investment or otherwise
),in the Restricted Territory (as defined below) in any
Co-Managed Business[3s] or any Programming and
FilmedEntertainmentBusiness (a "RestrictedBusiness).
Thus subsection (a) precludes TWI as a Restricted Party from
"engag[ing]... indirectly... by investment... in any programming or
filmed entertainment business.., except as provided below." Subsection
(b) then provides a lengthy exception to the prohibition of (a). It
provides in part:
(b) Nothing containedin this Section 5. 5 shall
prohibitor otherwise restrict a RestrictedParty (or its
Controlled Affiliates) from:

3This was done in part to minimize the areas of TWE business that would be subject
to the costly regulatory regime imposed upon former Bell Operating Companies by a consent
order entered by the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. That order,
subsequently mooted by legislation, extended to certain telecommunication business in which
US WEST was engaged.
"'A1l emphasis provided to quoted language from agreements has been added, unless
otherwise noted.
"A "Co-Managed Business" is defimed essentially as the cable business.
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(iii)
owning or conducting any
RestrictedBusinessorBusinessesdisclosedon Schedule
5.5 (or any interest therein) or owning an interest in a
Restricted Business disclosed on Schedule 5.5 or an
entity that owns or conducts any RestrictedBusiness so
disclosed; provided that if such Restricted Party Controls
the entity that owns or conducts such Restricted
Business, such Restricted Party shall cause such entity
not to compete with the Partnership or TWE Japan in
any additional lines of Restricted Business, and if such
Restricted Party does not Control the entity that owns or
conducts such Restricted Business, such Restricted Party
shall not (and shall cause its Controlled Affiliates not to)
encourage or promote such entity's competing with the
Partnership or TWE Japan in any additional lines of
Restricted Business.
Schedule 5.5, referred to in Section 5.5(b), is an appendix to the
1991 Partnership Agreement entitled "Time Warner Inc. Competing
Businesses Not Required To Be Transferred to Partnership[.]" The ten
numbered paragraphs set forth therein identify either assets or activities
of TWI. The first of these numbered paragraph mentions "fajny of the
Assets or Rights of TWI and its Subsidiarieslisted on Schedule 3.1-C and
3.1-D[.]" Schedule 3.1-C to the 1991 Partnership Agreement, in turn, is
entitled "TWI Excluded Assets" and provides in relevant part as follows:
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
contained in Schedule 3.1-A, any other Schedule or the
Agreement, the parties expressly understand and agree
that there shall be excluded from the Assets to be
contributedto the Partnershipthe following (collectively
the "TWI Excluded Assets") ....

2.
Rights of TWI and its Subsidiaries in
TurnerBroadcastingSystem, Inc. ("TBS'9 and any Rights
in any document or agreement governing the parties'
ownership of TBS or other rights among certain
stockholders of TBS; ....
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It will be recalled that among the rights in TBS understood by everyone
to be held by TWI were rights under the TBS Shareholders Agreement
to acquire additional TBS stock, which might allow Time Warner to
acquire a controlling interest in TBS under certain circumstances.
Thus, the central question is framed as follows: do the
exceptions contained in Schedules 5.5 and 3.1-C of the 1991 agreement
and incorporated into amended Section 5.5 of the Admission Agreement
authorize TWI to acquire a controlling interest in TBS despite the
prohibitions of Section 5.5(a)? Each party asserts that the language of
Section 5.5 more or less straight-forwardly supports its position.

Time Warner's interpretation: TWI admits that because TBS
engages in the programming and filmed entertainment business, it is a
Restricted Business as defined in Section 5.5(a). But TWVI explains that
Section 5.5(b)(iii) explicitly permits it to own or conduct "any Restricted
Business disclosed on Schedule 5.5 .. ." or "an interest in a Restricted
Business disclosed on Schedule 5.5 . . . ." Since, it says, TBS is
"disclosed on Schedule 5.5" and ownership of 100% of TBS is ownership
of "an" interest or "any" interest in TBS, the clear meaning rule dictates,
in its view, that US VEST's contract claim must fail.
Does Schedule 5.5 "disclose"TBS as a Restricted Business? That
schedule is quoted above. Literally, it discloses (through its reference to
Schedule 3.1-C) "excluded assets" including "Rights ... in [TBS][.]"
TWI, however, asserts that "Rights... in [TBS]" must be read to include
TBS itself based on the following logic: "Rights in any person" are
defined in the Schedule to mean "the assets of such Person";3 6 "assets"
are, in turn defined in Schedule 3.1-A to mean "assets, rights and
businesses"; so "Rights ... in TBS" excluded from the noncompete
should therefore be read to include all of the "assets, rights and
businesses" of TBS. Thus Time Warner asserts that a literal and
technical reading of Section 5.5 defines TBS as a Restricted Business
disclosed on Schedule 3.1-C in which it may own "an" interest
(unrestricted in size) or "any" interest.
Against this argument stands (1) the inference that the extreme
indirection that such drafting represents makes the interpretation sought
appear somewhat strained (I note for example the absence in Section 5.5
6

Schedule 3.1-C states "Rights in any Person shall be deemed to mean the assets of
such Person and the definition of TWI Excluded Assets shall specifically include such Assets
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as drafted of a provision such as was contained in a preliminary draft of
the 1991 agreement which specifically acknowledges the power of a
partner to increase an investment in a scheduled company),3 7 and (2) the
fact that the basic function of the schedule is simply to identify assets that
were owned by TWI but were to be excluded from the assets contributed
to the partnership. In light of the limited function of the schedule, it
seems somewhat less plausible that the parties would deal with scope of
the 5.5(a) restriction by such indirection as TWI's interpretation
comprehends. A more plausible explanation for the breadth of the
"Rights" definition in Schedule 3.1-C, in my reading of it, is to assure
that US WEST could not claim that assets subject to TWI's control
through scheduled "Rights" were required to be contributed to TWE (or
were subject to the restriction of Section 5.5(a)) even though the "Rights"
through which those assets were controlled were excluded from
contribution, i.e., "belt and suspenders" drafting.
Thus I cannot conclude that defendants reading of amended
Section 5.5 is the sole reasonable interpretation of this language, even
though in a technical sense I cannot exclude that interpretation as
unreasonable.
US WEST's interpretation: US WEST on the other hand
asserts that the words of the amended Section 5.5(b) plainly show an
intent of the parties to limit Time Warner to the interest it held in TBS
as of the date of US WEST's admission into the partnership.
Plaintiff supports this position by presenting a technical
interpretation of subsection 5.5(b)(iii) that hinges first upon an alleged
distinction between "Restricted Business" activity and a competitive
"entity" and secondarily upon the supposed difference in the meaning of
"an" interest and of "any" interest. Recall subsection 5.5(b)(iii):
(b) Nothing contained in this Section 5.5 shall prohibit
or otherwise restrict a Restricted Party (or its Controlled
Affiliates) from:

37

The earliest 1990 drafts of the non-competition provisions most clearly express the
shared understanding that the partners were not required to obtain the consent of the other
partners to increase/decrease their interests in a scheduled exception. They expressly permit
a partner to "increas[e] its investment in any Person in which it has an investment ...." JX-9
at FS 1321, JX-16 at T100374. In later drafts this language dropped out when Section 5.5(b)
was amended to permit a partner to "<ownl' or conductl]> any Competing Business or
Businesses <disclosed> on Schedule 5.5 <(or any) interest therein>)."
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(iii)[1 owning or conducting any Restricted
Business... disclosed on Schedule 5.5 (or My interest
therein) or [21 owning an interest in [a] a Restricted
Business disclosed on Schedule 5.5 or [b] an entity that
owns or conducts any Restricted Business so disclosed;

Notice that this provision may arguably be read to draw a distinction
between "Restricted Business" and "entity" even though both are treated
the same under the clause. Note also that both aspects of clause [2] are
modified by the limiting adjective "an" rather than the limiting objective
"any" used in clause [1]. These distinctions are the raw material of US
WEST's argument.
US WEST argues that Section 5.5 differentiates between
"Restricted Business[es]," meaning business activities, and owning
interests in "entities" that themselves conduct those restricted business
activities." Under the reading of Section 5.5 that it advances, while a
party may own any interest in a restricted business activity, it may only
hold an interest (which US VEST reads as meaning the specific interest
identified on Schedule 5.5) in an entity that owns or conduct a restricted
business activity. US WEST argues that because TBS is an "entity,"
Time Warner is only permitted to own an, and not any, interest therein;
that specific interest, in turn, is defined by the partnership agreement as
the interest that Time Warner held as of the effective date of US WEST's
admission to the partnership. US WEST says that it is necessary to adopt
its reading of Section 5.5 (b)(iii) to avoid redundancy in interpreting the
words of that provision.
US WEST suggests that the distinction between the right to own
"an" interest in an entity and the right to own "any" interest in a
Restricted Business reflects the parties heightened sensitivity to potential
competition from entities in which the partners held an interest. US
WEST would have the court believe that in excepting interests in certain
entities from the noncompete provisions, the parties determined that those
specific interests (held as of the effective date) would not place
intolerable burdens on TWE's businesses as might a controlling interest
in those entities; they therefore negotiated narrow exclusions for those
interests. Continuing with its supposition, it asserts that the decision to
except certain restricted business activities from the noncompete, in
3"Schedule 5.5, according to US WEST, exhibits this dichotomy, listing both business
activities (e.g., "[p]roduction and telecast... of video and audio devices.. .) and entities (e.g.,
Boston Ventures, in which Time Warner had "Rights").
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contrast, reflects the parties' general consent to competition from those
activities and their determination that conduct of those activities outside
the partnership would not significantly harm TWE's interests. Therefore,
according to US WEST, having already accepted competition from those
business activities listed on Schedule 5.5, the partners could hold an
interest in those Restricted Businesses and not only the interest held as of
the effective date.
There is virtually nothing in the language of amended Section 5.5
that makes this a convincing reading of that provision. Nor is there (and
since I here am treating the clear meaning analysis of the contract words,
I jump ahead of myself in noting) any substantial evidentiary support in
the record for this account of the contract words.
Under a clear meaning interpretation, Section 5.5 (b)(iii) [1] and
[18]
[2] inescapably contain redundancy. While redundancy is sought to be
avoided in interpreting contracts, this principle of construction does not
go so far as to counsel the creation of contract meaning for which there
is little or no support in order to avoid redundancy. "Restricted
Business," as defined in Section 5.5(a), includes direct or indirect
ownership and encompasses ownership [of operating assets] or
investment. Section 5.5 does not distinguish between these alternative
forms of competition with TWE's assets. That Section uses the broadly
defined "Restricted Business" term somewhat indiscriminately in both
clause [1] and clause [2] and does not reflect the distinction that US
WEST relies upon.
Concluding as I do that amended Section 5.5 (b)(iii) unavoidable
must be read to include a certain degree of redundancy, I sought from the
record an understanding of how that could occur. A comparison of
amended Section 5.5 with its predecessor reveals the linguistic changes
that produced that redundancy. That history is significant only as
background and I record it summarily in an extended footnote.39

"The original agreement did not employ the term "Restricted Business" but used two
terms "Competing Business" and "Competing Party". Generally the predecessor provision
(while in effect and within the relevant territory) prohibited any party for engaging directly or
indirectly "in any business or businesses then being conducted, directly or indirectly, by the
[to] become
Partnership (a "Competing Business")" or "except through the Partnership ...
interested, directly or indirectly, in any Person engaged, directly or indirectly, in a Competing
or any other capacity of ownership or
Business ...
(Competing Person"), as a partner ....
control." The 1991 contract also had scheduled exceptions from the general noncompete
provisions. Subsection (b)(ii) of the 1991 agreement contains language parallel to that
presently under consideration. Specifically, the restrictions against competition would not
prevent any party from:
(ii)
[1] owning or conducting any Competing Business or
Businesses disclosed on Section 5.5 (or any interest therein) or [21 owning an
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US WEST also advances a separate, less technical and more
forceful argument in favor of its reading of Section 5.5. It asserts that by
the very nature of Schedules 5.5 and 3.1-C, the "rights in" TBS excepted
from the noncompete are logically limited to those rights held as of the
effective date of the partnership. Schedule 3.1-C, the schedule from

which TWI's "rights in" TBS are ultimately incorporated into Section
5.5(b)(iii), is a list of Time Warer's excluded assets, i.e., assets that

Time Warner owned on the effective date but were not required to
contribute to the partnership. As such, US WVEST argues, the schedule
should be reasonably read to include only those rights that Time Warner
actually held as of the effective date; Time Warner would not have
logically included on a schedule of excluded assets an interest in TBS

that it did not then own.
This argument has certain force, but it is not sufficiently
compelling to render unreasonable the technical "rights definition"
argument advanced by Time Warner. It does, however, serve to make
more clear the conclusion stated in the next paragraph.
[19]
No single clear meaning: Thus, with respect to the core

question whether Section 5.5(b)(iii) permits TWI to increase its holdings
in TBS beyond that which it held at closing of the Admission Agreement,
in my opinion, based upon the written words of the contract only, neither
interpretation of the relevant contract language proffered by the parties

interest in a Competing Person [a) disclosed on Schedule 5.5 or [b that owns
or conducts any Competing Business so disclosed.
The structure of this predecessor provision contains no redundancy. Clause [1] addresses
businesses in the sense of activities or assets used to engage in such activities; the parenthetical
("or interest therein") is helpful to cover unusual forms of participation, such cases as a partner
acting as a lessor for a business activity disclosed on Schedule 5.5. Clause [2] addresses
ownership, not of assets used in activities, but of interests in legal persons that are either [a]
disclosed in Schedule 5.5 or [b] themselves own assets used in a scheduled competing activity.
Thus each clause of the predecessor provision adds meaning to the provision. (Even if they
do not answer the fundamental question of a right to increase ownership interests under clause
[2a]).
By introducing in Section 5.5(a) the single concept of "Restricted Business," the
amended structure of Section 5.5(b)(iii) was rendered less coherent than the structure of its
predecessor Section 5.5(b)(ii) of the 1991 Partnership Agreement. Clause [I] of that
subsection, by allowing a partner to own or conduct a "Restricted Businesses" or "(any interest
therein)[,]" seems to moot at least clause [2][a] (which allows ownership of "an interest") if
not also [2][b]. US WEST's argument that clause [I] refers to a majority interest and clause
[2][a] refers to a minority does not find convincing support in the language of the 1993
provision. Although the "owning or conducting" language in clause [1] suggest majority
ownership, that clause also includes the parenthetical "(or any interest therein)[J" suggesting
the right to both majority and minority interest. More significantly, the plain language of
clause [2] does not indicate that "an interest" refers only to a minority interest.
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presents a convincing case of being the single reasonable interpretation
of that language. Time Warner's interpretation predicated upon the
definition of "rights" in the relevant schedule and the retention of its
rights in under the TBS Shareholders Agreement, appears to represent the
better technical interpretation of the legal meaning of the amended
partnership agreement. That reading is technically sound, but is cast into
some doubt by its notable indirection and by US WEST's strong overriding point that such an indirect treatment of this subject is logically
flawed. Thus, I cannot conclude that either interpretation presents a clear
In these
legal meaning defining legal rights and obligations.
circumstances, in order to achieve a sound adjudication of respective
rights and obligations, I turn to review of the evidence illuminating the
evolution of the amended provision.4" I do so however acknowledging
that defendant has offered the better technical interpretation of the
relevant provisions.
Reading the Amended Agreement in Context

B.

We must therefore recur to a further level of analysis, one that
considers the parties dealings during the negotiations and other relevant
surrounding circumstances. Considering that extrinsic evidence, I then
must determine the reasonable expectations of the parties, applying the
principle referred to above as the forthright negotiator principle in order
to do so. In the presence of alternative reasonable interpretations of
contract language, that principle directs us to examine what the parties
knew or reasonably should have known about the interpretation that the
other party gave to the problematic language.
The surest conclusion under this principle follows from a four
step analysis. First, it is necessary to determine what one party (call it
seller) to the ambiguous contract reasonably understood a term to mean.
Second, it is necessary to answer the question whether the other party
(call it buyer) knew or should have known of seller's reasonable
understanding of seller's rights or obligations under the contract. If one
concludes that buyer did know (or had good reason to know) of seller's
understanding, the conditions for establishing a contract right have been
established. But as a check on that analysis it will be'helpful to go
through the obverse process. That is to ask third, what in fact was
buyer's understanding of the relevant rights and obligations captured by
the ambiguous language, and fourth, whether seller knew or had reason
4

For this reason, defendants' motion forjudgment on the pleading which was reserved
prior to trial is now denied.
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to know of buyer's understanding. If the analysis is sound these two
path's will, of course, lead to consistent conclusions.
1.
Time Warner's reasonable understanding of the
meaning of amended Section 5.5 with respect to TBS: Determining
what TWI in fact understood about the nature of the rights and
responsibilities agreed to in amended Section 5.5 with respect to its
interest in TBS is not difficult on this record. The record is essentially
uncontradicted. Prior to the amendment of Section 5.5 the record
discloses that the TWE partners all understood that Section 5.5 did not
prohibit them from increasing or decreasing their interests in the
scheduled exceptions. Retaining the flexibility to increase or decrease
interests in excepted businesses was of particular concern to the Original
Limited Partners. Both Toshiba Corp. and Itochu are large multi-national
conglomerates with diverse business interests that may have to support
other firms within their keiretsu (network of corporations in different
industries interrelated by cross ownership of stock and by reciprocal
commercial relations) with additional capital infusions. Time Warner was
willing to accommodate this concern, Tr. at 1061 (Mr. Aboodi), and the
parties more generally understood that the 1991 Agreement permitted
increased investments in scheduled activities or entities. Hersch Dep. at
101. With respect to the TBS interest specifically, T",VI certainly
understood that the Section 5.5(b) of the 1991 Agreement allowed it to
increase its proportionate ownership interest in TBS. That understanding
was shared by the other parties, Hersch Dep. at 105-06, 108-109, and was
evidenced in the Hersch memorandum.4 1
There was very little, if anything, that occurred in the 1992-93
negotiations that might suggest any change in TW/'s rights and duties
under Section 5.5. The amended terms of Section 5.5 (b) did not modify
the language of Schedules 5.5 or 3.1-C, or amend the terms of Section
5.5 in a way that would lead a reasonable person to conclude that any
change in the effect of Section 5.5 on TWI's TBS investment was

4

'A different interpretation of the meaning ofthe existence of the Hersch Memorandum
might be that it represented the advance consent of the Original Limited Partners to an
acquisition of control of TBS which (on that interpretation) might otherwise be seen as
violative of Section 5.5 (a)'s non-compete proscription. But upon consideration this
interpretation it is not sustainable. The Hersch memorandum as created unilaterally by the
lawyer for the Original Limited Partners to provide comfort to his clients in the presence of
a non-binding expression of present intention, and not by TWI lawyers as would be expected
if the parties viewed the underlying understanding as being an advance consent by the Original
Limited Partners. Most importantly neither the memorandum nor the earlier unsigned side
letter expressed a consent by the limited partners.
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intended or had been effected; recall that the impact of the non-compete
on TWI was not the focus of the 1993 negotiations. I therefore conclude
that TWI's proffered understanding of the nature and scope of the rights
and obligations created by Section 5.5, viz. partners may increase or
decrease their interests in a scheduled exception, is well established in the
evidence.
2.
US WEST knew or should reasonably have known
that TWI reasonably believed itself entitled to increase its TBS stake.
I base this critical conclusion on the following. First, and most
importantly, US WEST knew that Section 5.5 also excepted from the
noncompete rights possessed by TWI under the Shareholder Agreements
to acquire additional stock in TBS (and that exercise of those rights
could, under some set of circumstances, cause TWI to control TBS). In
the absence of clear language to the contrary, it is not reasonable in the
circumstances to conclude that the holder of a retained right was in effect
agreeing that he could only exercise that right with another's concurrence.
Second, Time Warner senior executives told US WEST that TWI
had to maintain sufficient financing flexibility to enable it to quickly
exercise rights under the TBS Shareholders Agreement if necessary.
Third, Time Warner's representatives told US WEST that any
TBS assets that TWI may come to control, which were within the scope
of TWE's businesses, would be offered to TWE. Tr. (Aboodi) 1074; Tr.
(Williams) 40. Thus, in my view, the most reasonable interpretation of
these conversations reads them as most consistent with TWI having the
legal power to increase its stake in TBS without prior approval of US
WEST.
[20]
Fourth, I note that in negotiating its admission to the on-going
TWE partnership US WEST did not discuss or negotiate in any detail the
effect of Section 5.5 on Time Warner. Rather, all of the substantial
negotiations on that subject related to US WEST's effort to create rights
or mechanisms that would allow it to engage in activities that might have
fallen under a general non-competition provision. Where a party is
negotiating the terms upon which it seeks admission to an ongoing
partnership, in my opinion, it will reasonably make an affirmative effort
to understand the interpretations of the existing partners of ambiguous
terms in the Partnership Agreement that are material to it and not the
subject present negotiation. Such a new partner should, absent deliberate
manipulation and in the presence of partnership terms whose legal
meaning is not entirely clear, be held to know that which a reasonable
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investigation would show concerning the accepted understanding of
provisions governing the partnership.42
Here, if in fact US WEST did not initially comprehend that the
existing partners understood Section 5.5 to permit T\VI to increase its
TBS stake, it could have easily asked any original partner about the
power of TVI to increase its TBS stake. If it had done so, it
undoubtedly would have learned the view of those parties.43
[21]
In light of these factors I conclude that US VEST in fact knew
or at least should reasonably have known of Time Warner's
understanding that Section 5.5(b) enabled it to increase its stake in TBS
beyond that held at closing of the Admission Agreement without the prior
approval of the limited partners of TWE.
3.
Assumine in the alternative that US ,VEST believed
that Section 5.5(a) precluded TVI from increasing its TBS stake:
Turning then to the "buyers" side of the analysis of what the contracting
parties knew or should have known about the counterparty's
understanding, I ask, third, what in fact was US WEST's own
understanding of TWI's right to increase its ownership of TBS? I
conclude above that US VEST knew or should have known of TVI's
understanding. The "should have known" aspect of that determination
leaves some room logically for the possibility that the responsible
corporate officers of US VEST in fact believed that TVI had no right to
increase its TBS stake without the concurrence of TWE limited partners,
because TBS was a Restricted Business. Did US VEST in fact so
believe? The balance of credible evidence suggests that it did not.
The factors recited above suggests that US WVEST at least should
have known of TWVI's view of its rights with respect to TBS and that it
did not care much about the issue in all events. Why would US VEST
not care very much? To appreciate why, it is perhaps well to have in
mind that a change in any scheduled (competing) business could be of
2

In support of this proposition I cite as a close analogy Section 154 of the

which reads as follows:
§ 154. When a Party Bears the Risk of a Mistake. A party bears the risk of
(b) he is aware, at the time the contract is made, that he has
a mistake when ...
only limited knowledge with respect to the facts to which the mistake relates
but treats his limited knowledge as sufficient.
The REsTAmTENT broadly defines "mistake" to mean false belief of fact, and "fact" in turn
includes all existing facts. Notably, an Introductory Note to the Section on "Mistake" indicates
that "[a]n important sub-category of such mistakes is mistake as to expression, in which the
mistake relates to the contents or effect of a writing that expresses an agreement." (emphasis
added).
"'With respect to the fact that the Hersch Memorandum was not delivered to US WEST
counsel during the negotiations, see p. 56 below.
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONTRACTS,
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two types: first, a competing firm may increase its competitive activity
by, for example, initiating new lines of products or new channels of
distribution; or second, a partner might increase its ownership stake in
a scheduled competing business, without effecting the competing
business' actual level of effective competition against TWE.
Section 5.5 was designed in part to protect TWE's business from
competition from partners. What was primarily important in that
connection was not who owned an entity that was competing but that
there be no greater or more effective competition. It was of course
possible for the parties to protect TWE from competition with respect to
scheduled businesses that any partner controlled: they would not be
permitted to initiate new competitive activities. But there was no
effective way for the partners contractually to protect TWE from
increased competition from entities that others controlled (such as TBS).
They did the next best thing, however: they agreed to use their influence
not to encourage any such entity to enter a new line of competitive
activity. See p. 16 supra.
A second sort of change in a competing (scheduled) business-change in the size of the stake a partner held in a competing enterprise-would seem to be far less important to TWE or partners in it, since such
a change would not increase any market competition faced by TWE.
Indeed, an increase in the size of partner's stake in a competing business
might be beneficial to TWE since it would tend to bring that enterprise
more under the influence of a partner with a substantial interest in TWE.
Thus, for example, increasing TWI's interest in TBS to a controlling
position offers the potential for greater protection to TWE's competing
business than when assets were controlled by others (possibly maturing
into an opportunity for TWE to acquire TBS, for example).
This fact doesn't alone make an increase in the managing
partner's stake in a competing business a matter of no concern to limited
partners. But considered with other pertinent facts (e.g., US WEST's
dominant interest was to acquire an interest in TWE's cable properties;
TWI's insistence in retaining its TBS stake and rights under the TBS
Shareholders Agreement outside of TWE; and TWI's expressed view that
any TBS entertainment or programming assets that came under TWI's
control would be offered to TWE), it helps explain why TWI's rights to
increase its TBS stake without prior approval of the TWE limited partners
was not a matter of active negotiation. I conclude from the above that
US WEST didn't care much about whether TWI could increase its
interest in TBS. Certain US WEST witnesses claimed that it would have
been important had US WEST understood the existing understanding of
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TWI's rights respecting TBS, but I can accept that only as a self-serving
retrospective interpretation of events.
While one might conclude that this failure to pursue the
implications of the retention by TWI in 1991 and 1993 of rights under
the TBS Stockholders Agreement was a result of statements to the effect
that TWI was in process of "monetizing" its TBS holding, I conclude
otherwise. It is very clear that TWI never expressly bound itself by
contract not to exercise its right to increase its TBS stake. Nor, as I am
in the process of explaining did it do so implicitly in Section 5.5. Thus,
I conclude that the implications of the retention of rights under the TBS
Shareholders Agreement were not pursued by US WEST because it did
not regard TWI's rights to increase its TBS stake as material to its plan
to invest in TWE, which was instead principally motivated by the desire
to get access to TWI cable system assets.
Thus, I conclude that it is more likely than not that US VEST
understood that TWI had a right to increase its TBS stake without US
WEST's prior concurrence. For purposes of the following last stage of
this analysis, however, I assume otherwise.
[22]
4.
Time Warner had no ground reasonably to
understand any such assumed fact: I find little in the record that
would persuasively support a finding that Time Warner's negotiators or
responsible officers should have known the fact (assumed arguendo) that
US WEST understood amended Section 5.5 to prohibit TWI from
increasing its investment interest in TBS through exercise of rights under
the TBS Shareholder Agreement or otherwise. US VEST gave no
objective indication of such an understanding.
TVI understood that the Original Limited Partners shared its
view that Section 5.5 permitted TWI to increase its stake in TBS.
Indeed, TWI had after the formation of TWE exercised TBS Shareholder
Agreement rights to increase (albeit not in a significant way) its TBS
stockholdings. Moreover, Time Warner reasonably believed that Lehman,
who represented both the Original Limited Partners in 1991 and US
WEST in 1992-93, would have informed US WEST of the understanding
shared by the Japanese partners and TWI that TWI could increase its
interest in TBS. While there is substantial doubt that the Lehman partner
involved had herself seen the Hersch memo, she understood the substance
of the nonbinding agreement. Greenthal Dep. 153; Tr. (Schumer) 1212.
Indeed in the absence of any contraindication, what could Time
Warner have reasonably understood US WEST's appreciation of TWI's
rights under the retained TBS Shareholders Agreement to be? US WEST
argues that it understood that, while TWI retained a right to increase its
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stake, the limited partners would nevertheless have the right to veto any
such exercise. While it is possible that a contracting party might
carefully retain rights and, at the same time, confer a veto over the
exercise of those rights in the other contracting party, this argument
seems quite strained. There is nothing in the course of the negotiations
that suggest that that strained meaning was discussed or, if not discussed,
from which TWI could divine that US WEST entertained that
interpretation.
It is true that the merger agreement now in place does not
represent an exercise of rights under the Shareholders Agreement. But
that fact is irrelevant to the question the case poses. For if plaintiff is
incorrect that Section 5.5 precluded Time Warner from unilaterally
increasing its TBS stake from that held at closing, it is an immaterial
detail whether it later increased that stake by reason of exercise of its
retained rights or by exercise of a residual right to make contracts and
enter transactions.

[23]
For the foregoing reasons I conclude that (1) amended Section
5.5 is capable of alternative reasonable constructions; (2) the reasonable
reading put forward and relied upon by Time Warner is one that the
plaintiff knew of at the time and, in all events, should have known of
given the circumstances; and (3) that the alternative construction
advanced by US WEST was not understood, nor should it have been
understood by Time Warner. I therefore conclude that the interpretation
advanced by defendant succeeds in identifying the contractual rights and
duties created by the parties. Under that construction US WEST has no
contract right to prevent Time Warner from closing on its contract to
merge with TBS.
IV.
[24]
I now turn to review an argument that acquisition of TBS by
Time Warner would constitute a violation of a fiduciary duty of loyalty
owed to US WEST as a limited partner of TWE and, as such, should be
enjoined. Preliminarily, I note that the equitable obligation imposed upon
fiduciaries in circumstances of trust and dependency extends in these
circumstances to Time Warner as the entity that controls TWE, even
though it does so through the intermediation of several wholly owned
subsidiaries that serve as the general partners of that enterprise. See In
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Re USACafes L. P. Litig., Del.Ch., 600 A.2d 43 (1991); Boxer v. Huskey
Oil Co., Del.Ch., 429 A.2d 995, 997 (1981)
[25]
As has often be observed, however, to say that one owes a
fiduciary duty is simply the beginning of analysis. At the core of the
fiduciary duty is the notion of loyalty - the equitable requirement that,
with respect to the property subject to the duty, a fiduciary always must
act in a good faith effort to advance the interests of his beneficiary. A
fiduciary duty is not a simple moralism; it supplies an important
component of the utility of any form of organization that promotes capital
aggregation from many sources. It safeguards investors in placing funds
in the hands of others for indefinite periods, without contracted for
returns, and in delegating to managers very broad and flexible discretion.
It does that by providing a backdrop protection-the fiduciary duty of
loyalty-that reduces the need for investors and managers to attempt to
specify through contract the agent's authority in the myriad sets of future
circumstances that may form the occasion for the exercise of manager
discretion over the invested funds.
[26-31] Most basically, the duty of loyalty proscribes a fiduciary from
any means of misappropriation of assets entrusted to his management and
supervision. Thus, for example, it requires a fiduciary to refiain from
self-interested transactions with the corporation unless the terms of such
a transactions are entirely fair. E.g., Weinberger v. U.O.P., Inc.,
Del.Supr., 457 A.2d 701 (1983). Beyond that, it requires that corporate
fiduciaries not prefer their own interests to corporate interests even in
transactions in which neither the fiduciary nor an affiliate is a participant.
E.g., Cheff v. Mathes, Del.Supr., 199 A.2d 548 (1964); Revlon v.
MacAndrews & ForbesHoldings, Inc., Del.Supr., 506 A.2d 173 (1986).
It requires candid disclosure when a fiduciary seeks action by cestui que
trusts. Stroudv. Grace,Del.Supr., 606 A.2d 75 (1992). It mandates that
those in control of corporate processes do not unfairly manipulate those
processes to retain such control. See Schnell v. Chris-CraftIndustries,
Del.Supr., 285 A.2d 437 (1971); Blasius Industries,Inc. v. Atlas Corp.,
Del.Ch., 564 A.2d 651 (1988). In addition, the fair treatment that a
fiduciary owes to his beneficiary includes the obligation not to take for
oneself profitable opportunities that come to the beneficiary under certain
sets of circumstances. E.g., Broz v. CellularInformation Systems, Inc.,
Del.Supr., 673 A.2d 148 (1996).
[32]
In this case, the fiduciary duty of loyalty may be argued to
prohibit Time Warner from acquiring TBS, even assuming (as I have now
concluded) that Section 5.5 of the amended Partnership Agreement does
not do so. The claim is that TBS is a substantial competitor of TVE and
that (1) the opportunity to acquire it must belong in equity to TVE or (2)
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control of TBS outside of TWE, as contemplated, will result in on-going
conflict of interests problems that in equity the managing general partner
should be precluded from occasioning.
The only factual background necessary for an assessment of US
WEST's fiduciary duty claims entail recognition that (1) TBS and TWE
do engage in competitive activities on a number of fronts and (2) the
parties did particularly discuss, in their negotiation, the acquisition of a
movie studio outside of TWE.
As to the first factor, I note that both TBS and TWE own film
production businesses. For TBS they are New Line Cinema and Castle
Rock; for TWE they are Warner Studios, Lorimar and WB Feature
Animation. Both own "superstations," TBS Superstation and WGN
(TWE). Both own television networks: TBS owns CNN, TNT, and
Turner Classic Movies, and TWE owns WB Network, HBO, and
Cinemax. Both own cartoon networks: Cartoon Network (TBS) and
Kids WB (TWE). Both also own animation studios and film libraries.
This listing, of course, does not establish the actual extent of competition
nor its financial significance to either TWE or TBS. For purposes of this
analysis, however, I assume that the competition that TBS owned assets
represents to TWE operations is substantial. I note nevertheless that the
substantial competition implied in this listing is competition that TWE
now faces and presumably will face whether or not the injunction sought
is granted or denied.
The second record fact that I note as background to resolution of
the fiduciary duty claims is the conversation between the parties in which
Time Warner representatives expressed the concern that US WEST might
circumvent the overall prohibitions of the noncompete through the
investments it held outside of TWE. Time Warner used in this
connection the example of US WEST acquiring control over a movie
studio such a Paramount through its half-owned U.K. subsidiary TeleWest. (Defendant now says that such a statement could not reasonably be
understood to override the provisions of 5.5 which permitted the
acquisition of TBS--without regard to what assets it held.)
[33-37]
Turning then to the law of corporate opportunities, I note
that the phrase is of course a misnomer in this context of a limited
partnership, but the principles of fiduciary loyalty upon which the
"corporate opportunity" doctrine was erected apply analogously to
partnership fiduciaries. See, e.g., Boxer v. Husky Oil Co., Del Super.,
429 A.2d 995, 997 (1981). Certainly partnerships are amenable to greater
freedom contractually to shape the set of legal relationships that constitute
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the partnership than are corporations," and this freedom may include
clear contracting with respect to "fiduciary duties."45 But there may be
less to this difference between corporations and limited partnerships (or
other entities) in this respect than meets the eye. First, there is modernly
great flexibility in the corporate form. The corporate charter may, for
example, particularize director and officers' duties. Thus, there is no
reason why corporate charters cannot contain provisions dealing with
corporate opportunities or dealing with the ability of officers or directors
to compete with the corporation. Second, and equally importantly,
investors in limited partnership or other more explicitly contractual
entities (to the extent they are informed) have a limited incentive to
invest in entities that broadly and explicitly repudiate a duty of loyalty.
Thus, under Delaware law, all forms of business organization that entail
passive investors and active managers permit parties at the time of
contacting to specify a great deal bearing on the exercise of managerial
power, and passive investors in all forms of enterprise have a powerful
incentive, insofar as self-interested transactions by the managers are
involved, to retain the possibility of later judicial review under a fairness
standard. In fact, the underlying principles of fiduciary analysis in both
the corporate and the partnership context reflect a similar principle:
given no defect in process (e.g., fraud, non-disclosure, or manipulation)
explicitly negotiated and validly adopted provisions of a constitutional
document will be enforced.46
The treatment of "corporate" opportunities by a managing person
or entity (or person controlling one) is a rather prominent candidate for
explicit contracting in this age of limited partnerships and corporate joint
ventures. See, e.g., US. CellularInvestment Co. v. Bell Atlantic Mobile
Systems, Inc., Del.Supr.,
A.2d
(May 29, 1996). Indeed Section
5.5 of the Partnership Agreement and its 1993 amendment in effect deal
with this subject. But that section arguably left a lacuna into which this
dispute fell. It is apparent that US WVEST, even if it is deemed to have
understood that TWI had the right to increase its position in TBS, did not
foresee that TBS would own a major film production studio at the time
of such exercise and thus exercise of any such right by TNVI would place
the managing partner in a position in which significant conflicts of
-

"Compare 6 Del. C. § 17-303(a)("a [limited] partnership agreement may provide for
the taking of an action, including the amendment of the partnership agreement. without the vote
or approval of any limited partner.. . .') with 8 DeL C. § 242(b) (mandatory class vote of
shareholders to amend charter).
4 6 DeL C. § 17-406.
'I except from the foregoing consideration of the effect of corporate bylaws which of
course may customarily be adopted by the directors alone.
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interests became likely. TWI did not foresee this eventuality either. Mr.
Aboodi's statements concerning only owning a movie studio through
TWE would appear disingenuous at best were one to conclude that he
had in mind the possibility that TWI might be able to own a film studio
outside the TWE structure should TBS independently acquire one. The
better reading of the evidence is that neither party foresaw this
eventuality.
Circumstances have arguably changed from the time of
contracting in a way that the parties did not foresee. While above I
conclude that the contract does not preclude TWI from increasing its TBS
stake, the contours and effect of TWI's fiduciary duty now, at the time
it seeks to exercise the right in changed and unforeseen circumstances,
present a different question to which I now turn.47
[38]
An extended analysis seems unnecessary. With respect to the
question whether acquisition of TBS is an opportunity that belongs in
equity to TWE, I must conclude that it is not. The elements of
misappropriation of a corporate opportunity were recently restated by our
Supreme Court. The fundamentals may be stated as follows: is the
opportunity in the line of business of the corporation or other entity to
whom the duty is owed; would the opportunity be advantageous to the
entity; does the entity have the means to take advantage of the
opportunity; and will taking the opportunity bring an officer or director
into conflict with the entity? See Broz, 673 A.2d 148; Guth v. Loft, Inc.,
Del.Supr., 5 A.2d 503 (1939). Each of these fundamental points may
involve subtleties, of course, but I need not dilate on any of them here
because it is clear that either (1) the acquisition of TBS will result in
TWE acquiring TBS's entertainment assets or (2) it will have been
demonstrated that TWE would not be able to acquire TBS, in any event.
The evidence indicates that Time Warner would prefer to manage the
TBS assets in the same structure as the TWE assets. To that end it has
committed in this proceeding (as it did in a non-binding fashion in the
Hersch Memorandum) to contribute TBS (sans CNN) to TWE at a fair
price. In light of this fact TWE may acquire the TBS assets but it may
do so only if US WEST and TWI can come to an agreement on price.
But if they are unable to do so, 8 one could not say that TWI is taking an
47It is elementary in fiduciary law that the existence of a legal power or right in the
hands of a fiduciary does not preclude equitable relief restraining exercise of that power or
right in equity in appropriate circumstances. The distinction between legal right and equitable
obligation is the foundation of trust law and of much in corporation law.
4
The parties failure to agree on price is quite possible for a number of reasons
including the fact that US WEST has little incentives to increase its investment in "content"
assets while it has no real managerial power under the Admission Agreement with respect to
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asset that TWE could profitably seize. In fact this litigation is definitely
not about whether TWE or TWVI that should have the opportunity to
acquire the TBS assets. The "corporate" opportunity doctrine has no
application to these facts.
Looking at the fiduciary role from the different perspective of the
risk of future conflicts of interests that TWVI's acquisition of TBS can be
expected to involve does not justify the entry of an injunction at this time
either, in my opinion. From this perspective it might be thought that
given the relatedness of the businesses of TBS and TWE, control by
Time Warner of both TBS and TWE will inevitably lead to repeated
instances in which a project or investment is presented to TVI which
may meet the business opportunity doctrine standards with respect to both
firms. In such circumstances TWI as the managing partner of TWE and
as the owner of 100% of the equity of TBS will have a financial conflict.
The position may be advanced that in such circumstances superintendence
of the relationship between a general partner and limited partners, by
(often disaggregated and rationally passive) investors would be very
costly and imperfect and that where the constitutional documents of the
entity do not specifically address the subject, the better default resolution
would be a rule simply prohibiting the fiduciary from placing itself in this
difficult position in the first place.
That position has conceptual force. But I am not persuaded that
enforcement of any such rule through an injunction would be equitable
here. Notably, plaintiff is not a member of large class of disaggregated
investors for whom monitoring of substantial investments by TBS would
be impractical or very costly. Secondly, as alluded to at the outset of this
opinion, there are a number of steps that TWI may take to deal with the
unforeseen difficulty that closing on the TBS transaction will make likely.
See note 2 supra. Thus, although a ruling that a general partner cannot
create a structure in which conflicting interest transactions will inevitably
arise (absent express authorization in the firm's constitutional documents)
would make sense in general, here, where the parties are engaged in
fundamental renegotiation of their relationship, I cannot in equity
foreclose the fiduciary from attempting to meet its obligation of loyalty
to TWE in a difficult, case-by-case manner. I therefore decline to enjoin
the closing of the TBS acquisition on the ground that it will create an
unmanageable conflict over time, to the possible detriment of US
WEST.

"content" assets.
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V.

[39]
Finally, I turn to a claim that Time Warner is guilty of fraud in
deliberately concealing the Hersch Memorandum from US WEST. The
elements of fraud are well established: plaintiff must show that defendant
(1) made a false statement or omitted to disclose a fact under
circumstances in which it had a duty to make a disclosure (2) with an
intent to deceive plaintiff, and (3) the matter falsely stated or omitted was
material to plaintiff (4) who reasonable relied upon it (5) to its detriment.
See, e.g., Gaffin v. Teledyne, Inc., Del.Supr., 611 A.2d 467 (1992);
Stephenson v. Capano Dev. Corp., Del. Supr., 462 A.2d 1069, 1074
(1983).
The typical remedies for fraudulent inducement to contract are
rescission, restitution and damages.49 US WEST does not seek such
remedies, however. It has not sought to prove that it was damaged by
the facts that it claims constitute fraud. That is, it does not assert that the
TWE investment was less remunerative than other available investments
options which it would have pursued had the Hersch Memorandum been
disclosed. Nor does it seek a rescission--a judicial unwinding of TWE-on the basis that its participation was fraudulently obtained. The absence
of a request for either remedy makes it difficult for US WEST to argue
that the non-disclosed matter was material to its decision to invest or that
it relied upon an allegedly misrepresented state of facts. In effect, by not
seeking rescission and restitution it is saying that it affirms the deal it
made when it didn't know about the Hersch Memorandum, but it seeks
something more than that deal. US WEST seeks as a remedy for the
non-disclosure of the Hersch Memorandum an order enjoining defendant
from exercising its right, preserved in the contract, to increase its stake
in TBS.
The parties do not very much discuss in their briefing this aspect
of the case nor the unusual form of remedy that plaintiff seeks. I rather
doubt whether such a remedy would be appropriate if the elements of
fraud were shown. To grant the remedy sought would effectively be to
specifically enforce a contract other than the one that has now been found
to be their contract. That modified contract would contain covenants by
TWI not to exercise retained rights under the TBS Shareholders
Agreement or to otherwise increase its stake in TBS. CF. Bernstein v.
Vestron, Inc., Del.Ch., C.A. No. 8404, Allen, C. (Mar. 11, 1986), Mem.
Op. at 10 (alleged false statement of future intent in offering document

49

See, e.g., George E. Palmer, THE LAWv OF RESTITUTION § 3.3 et seq. (1978).
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would not be specifically enforced as an implied covenant). But I need
not rely on the resolution of this issue"0 because the record does not
persuade me that the non-disclosure of the Hersch Memorandum
constituted fraud or equitable fraud.

Turning to the substance of the fraud claim, US WEST asserts
that it was mislead into entering the Admission Agreement by TWI's
failure to disclose the Hersch Memorandum. It thus must assert-and
does-that it relied on that omission. That is, it asserts that if it had
known of the contents of the Hersch Memorandum it would have realized
that TWI asserted the right under Section 5.5(b)(iii) to acquire TBS.
Moreover, it must assert-and it does-that if it had that knowledge, it
would have done something different. US WEST claims in this regard
that it would not have made the investment in TWE or would have at
least bargained for substantially different terms; it feels aggrieved by the
nondisclosure in that it made an investment which it says it would not
have otherwise made.
Above, however, I concluded that the evidence instead indicates
that it is more likely than not that US WEST understood that Time
Warner believed itself entitled to exercise rights to increase its TBS stake
without the prior approval of the limited partners, and that US WEST
understood that TWE would manage any entertainment assets of TBS
over which it got control through TWE, if that could be agreed, Tr.
(Aboodi) 1073, 1074. These conclusions are inconsistent with the
assertion that the text of the Hersch Memorandum would have constituted
a material matter to US WEST5 or, more to the point, that its nondisclosure was relied upon by plaintiff. In so stating, I acknowledge the
testimony of plaintiffs' witnesses at trial that this would have been a
significant point to US WEST. Much in the record, however, is
inconsistent with that self-serving testimony, as described above. See,
e.g., Tr. (Williams) 172.
[40]
I pass over the question of duty as unnecessary to address and
turn to a second critical defect in plaintiffs' fraud theory: the failure to

'If plaintiff sustained its burden in proving fraud, the court might then consider
whether any form of equitable estoppel predicated upon a non-disclosure was permissible and
whether the requirements ofsuch a remedy could be found here. That, however, is unnecessary
because the elements of fraud (or equitable fraud) are not shown in the evidence.
"17SC Industries,Inc. v. Northway Inc., 426 U.S. 438 (1976); Rosenblatt v. Getty Oil
Co., Del.Supr., 493 A.2d 919 (1985).
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prove the element of scienteror intent to defraud. There is no persuasive
evidence that the failure to disclose the Hersch Memorandum was
intended to mislead US WEST or to hide the facts set forth in that paper.
The evidence suggests strongly that the fact of the non-disclosure of the
Hersch Memorandum is explained by oversight and miscommunication.
Time Warner agents incorrectly assumed that Lehman Brothers had
shared with US WEST the original parties' understandings concerning the
TBS holding, insofar as US WEST might be interested in that
background. This was a reasonable assumption in the circumstances.
There was no reason that the original partners would seek to preserve a
confidence with respect to TWI's expressed intention to offer TBS to
TWE should it come to acquire it. If US WEST became a limited
partner, it would share in such benefits as that non-binding understanding
might afford. Moreover, TWI's negotiators testified that they told US
WEST of that intention. But even if that testimony were not credited, the
lack of a conscious intent to mislead appears as the more reasonable
reading of the evidence. The evidence reflects no good ground to find
any incentive on TWI's part to keep its non-binding undertaking from US
WEST, and I conclude that it represented innocent oversight and
misunderstanding.
[41-43]
Plaintiffs' attempt to fit an "equitable fraud" theory to
these facts, which theory would make superfluous a requirement of intent
to defraud, also fails. The idea of equitable fraud, stated generally, is
that where its special jurisdiction is properly invoked, a court of equity
may give relief to a party who has reasonable relied upon a false
statement to his or her detriment. Notably missing from the equitable
fraud concept is a requirement to establish scienteras a necessary element
of the claim. The notion of equitable fraud does not swallow common
law fraud whole because equitable fraud can only be applied in those
cases in which one of the two fundamental sources of equity jurisdiction
exist: (1) an equitable right founded upon a special relationship over
which equity takes jurisdiction, or (2) where equity affords its special
remedies, e.g., "rescission, or cancellation; where it is sought to reform
a contract ... or to have a constructive trust decreed." See 37 AM. JUR.
2d Fraud and Deceit § 220 (1968). While here there is an existing
fiduciary relationship between Time Warner and US WEST insofar as
TWE is concerned, this claim is one of fraud in the inducement of that
relationship. The negotiations were between arm's length bargainers of
great sophistication. With respect to this claim, there is not present the
"special relationship" prong of equitable jurisdiction.
[44]
The only "equitable" element of the claim of fraud in the
inducement of the investment is the request for an injunction. But on
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what ground is an injunction against TWI exercising its legal rights
predicated, since no common law fraud or breach of contract has been
shown? All that is offered are facts that fail to establish common law
fraud coupled with the request for an injunction. Absent a firmer basis
in equity jurisdiction, this record does not justify the court in imposing
under the equitable fraud rubric an equitable remedy that would be the
functional equivalent of implying andspecifically enforcinga covenant by
TWI not to exercise what is otherwise a reserved right. I confess to
doubt whether such a remedy could ever be properly granted. But
whether it could or not, in these circumstances, in which the failure to
disclosure the memorandum resulted from excusable neglect or innocent
misunderstanding and plaintiff forwards a dubious claim of reliance and
materiality, I cannot conclude that the particular equitable relief sought
should be granted.

For the foregoing reasons, the claims asserted by US VEST 'viil
be dismissed with prejudice. A final judgment under Court of Chancery
Rule 54(b) vill be entered, there being in the circumstances no just
reason for delay. A proposed form of judgment may be submitted, on
notice, by defendant promptly.

THE AGILE VIRTUAL CORPORATION
BY ANN E. CONAWAY STHLSON"
I. INTRODUCTION
In the late 1980s, U.S. industry began a self-study of the direction
and demands of the global marketplace and the increasing impact of offshore competition on American industry. The self-examination focused
upon increasing competitiveness by American business.'

In 1991, Congress entered the deliberation by instructing the
Department of Defense (DOD) to establish an inter-agency task force to
investigate contemporary U.S. business practices 2 The intent of the DOD

study was to isolate those U.S. manufacturing practices which encourage
global competitiveness by American industry
The task force was
formed in 1991 and was supervised by Dr. Richard Nagel of Lehigh

University's Iacocca Institute. Dr. Nagel subsequently convened a
roundtable of business leaders and Chief Executive Officers of major U.S.
firms. In order to create the report commissioned by Congress, Dr. Nagel
requested participating business leaders to spend half-time at Lehigh
University for four months. The result of that four-month roundtable
investigation

-

21st Century Manufacturing Enterprise Strategy

(Overview) - was published in the fall of 1991.!
The Overview introduced the term "agile" to describe the

fundamental characteristic of market competitiveness. According to the
roundtable, "agility" is the ability of American firms to rapidly

'Professor of Law, Widener University School of Law, Wilmington, Delaware.
Professor Stilson co-chairs the Agile Legal Practices Advanced Development Group (Legal
Group or Group) ofthe Agile Manufacturing Enterprise Forum (Agility Forum) with Anthony
Fiore, Esquire, General Counsel to ComputerVision, Boston, Massachusetts. Substantial
portions of this paper and the concepts contained herein are the subject of Professor Stilson's
upcoming article entitled Disclosure andConsent: A Reformist Model to ManagerialLiability
for Business Enterprises in the 21st Century.
Professor Stilson would like to thank Professor Thomas Geu, Robert Keatinge, Esquire,
and Daniel Anker, Esquire, for their thoughts and comments on drafts of this article.
'See J.P. Donlon, StrategicAgility, Cumr ExEcuT. , Dec. 1, 1996, at 58, available
in 1996 WL 9565206.
'1d; see infra note 4 (listing publication resulting from that task force).
'Donlon,
supra note 1.
4
IACOCCA INST., 21ST CENmRY MANFACniRXNENTERPRISE STRATEGY (1991).

The

Report was published in two volumes: Volume One was directed to high-level managers and
was edited by Dr. Steven Goldman of Lehigh University and Volume Two vwas drafted for a
scientific audience and was edited by Dr. Kenneth Priess of Lehigh University.
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reconfigure themselves in order to respond to market opportunities and
shifting consumer demands.5 The Overview recommended that Congress,
industry, and academia combine to research, educate, and instruct
American business in agile principles.6 In order to effectuate this goal,
the Overview recommended that funding be provided to establish an
organization which would spearhead the next stage of self-study.7
In the fall of 1992, the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) funded a proposal for that
organization - the Agile Manufacturing Enterprise Forum (now called
the Agility Forum).' Presently, the Agility Forum proceeds through four
focus groups which consist of representatives from U.S. industry,
government and academia.9 One of those focus groups - that of
Business Practices - is charged with examining the legal constraints, if
any, to the implementation of the agility concept nationwide. In May of
1995, the Agile Legal Practices Advanced Development Group (Legal
Group or Group) of the Agility Forum convened to investigate the legal
barriers to agility.10
The immediate difficulty encountered by the Legal Group was the
inexactitude of "agility"and the divergent applications of "agile business
principles." For instance, the Legal Group was advised that some U.S.
firms wish to 'joint venture" or "partner" themselves with other
companies or competitors (or divisions within those companies or
competitors) for the purpose of performing niche-market, transactional
contracts. According to Group advisors, these firms wish to enter and
exit these commitments as market conditions fluctuate, to streamline the
time and cost of negotiating joint venture agreements, to limit their
liability for the mis- or nonperformance of their co-venturers, and to
contractually apportion their rights, risks, and duties inter se. Often these
firms desire to utilize current computer and telecommunications
technology to create a "wall-less" transactional joint venture - the so-

51 id. at 7-9.
61d. at 43-53.
d at 48-49.
'The first industry sponsor of the Agility Forum was Texas Instruments. The Agility
Forum is centered in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.
'The four focus groups include: Operations(Information and Controls, Process, and
Equipment); People (Company-Union Partnerships, Skills and Mobility, Rewards and
Measurements); VirtualEnterprises(Cooperation among Companies); and Business Practices
(Legal, Accounting, and Marketing).
"nThe Group was comprised of attorneys with specialties in corporate, partnership, and
securities law as well as high-level executives in major U.S. fimns.

